This paper describes a visual query language that can express questions over multimedia, timeline, and simulation data using a single set of related query constructs. A uniform model for multimedia types organizes image, sound, video, and long text data in a consistent manner, giving multimedia schemas and queries a degree of data independence even for these complex data types.
Introduction
This paper describes the visual query language MQuery that can ful ll the requirements of such d i v erse domains as simulation and validation, medical timelines, and multimedia visualization. Our current research w ork in the Knowledge-Based Multimedia Medical Distributed Database (KMeD) project at UCLA has identi ed a number of query language needs that come from di erent application domains.
Background Recent d e v elopments in scienti c databases have identi ed new data modeling requirements for next-generation scienti c databases in areas such a s :
Multimedia. Scienti c data is multimedia in nature: fully visual, frequently multi-dimensional, and spanning the dimension of time. Our work proceeds in a similar direction as the ones de ned or explored in 1, 2].
Simulation and validation. There is evidence of a greater need to integrate simulation and database technologies 3] . One bene t of this integration is the capability t o v alidate simulation data by comparing it to real-world, measured data using the same query language.
Timelines. Temporal, evolutionary, and process data models 4, 5, 6] in medicine track t h e progress and history of a patient o ver time, and a large element of science is the study of processes and their e ects over time. Scienti c and medical timelines present the progress of a tumor, hand bone growth, or other natural process as a series of frames that, properly registered, may b e v i e w ed as a movie or animation clip.
The areas addressed by these application domains are linked by a n umber of common threads:
The element of time. Data that change over time | digital video, simulation data, timelines, etc. | require a database that can represent, query, and visualize this element of time. Better yet, time must be captured in a uniform construct regardless of the time scale or data type.
Complex data structures. Objects having complex structures and interrelationships with other objects are needed in the medical domain. For example, the Uni ed Medical Language System (UMLS) is a large and complex semantic network of objects, processes, subjects, synonyms, and relationships 7] . If current relational data models are used, queries over UMLS are di cult to express without using arti cial or arbitrary keys.
Multiple representations of objects. Representation of an individual object within a wide variety of contexts arises for objects like tumors, which m a y be visible in multiple CT (computed tomog-raphy) scans and MR (magnetic resonance) images. Tumors may b e m e n tioned in lab reports or voice transcriptions, or represented by tabular simulation data. A conventional database is capable of storing most of these data types, but much w ork is required to ensure that a search for the general concept of a \tumor" leads to every context in which it appears. MQuery attempts to resolve this issue by making multiple representations a fundamental element of the language.
Contents of the Paper After summarizing MQuery's primary contributions to the eld, we discuss the current state of research in this area (Section 2). Then, we proceed with an overview of the data model upon which MQuery is based (Section 3). Section 4 outlines the application domains for which w e i n tend to test the functionality of our language. Section 5 discusses the language, including example queries of various types. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Primary Contributions
Generalized multimedia queries. We de ne a general framework for querying all kinds of multimedia data, including images, sounds, long text, digital video, and integrated timelines. When applicable, a non-textual approach i s e m p l o yed to make predicates more natural | for example, drawing an example to retrieve an image or recording a sample to retrieve sounds.
Generalized time-based queries. MQuery provides a visual interface to the querying of data stored as time-based streams. In particular, we use time-based streams to query multimedia, evolutionary, s i m ulation, or timeline data.
Previous Work
Visual and multimedia query languages are heavily researched, and they span a wide variety of needs, objectives, and paradigms. This very high degree of diversity i s a c knowledged by m a n y researchers in the eld, including 8] and 9].
Image Query Languages This category of languages examined includes languages whose primary goal is to query and process image or multimedia data. Current research shows that only image data is robustly supported. Databases for querying audio and video data remain the subject of further research w ork. PICQUERY emphasizes image retrieval 10] and processing while PICQUERY+ adds object orientation and temporal or evolutionary operators 11]. In both systems, the interface is strictly The eld of visual query languages is the focus of much research 1 9 , 2 0 , 2 1 ]. The primary distinction between MQuery and all of these systems is MQuery's full support for visual querying of multimedia and temporal or stream data, in addition to the alphanumeric domain.
Database User Interfaces Database user interfaces (DBUIs) unify, i n to a single interface, nearly all aspects of database management. DBUIs can be characterized as easier to use and better integrated because schema viewing, browsing, and querying are seamlessly viewed as a single set of activities. However, they do not have the same querying power as more narrowly-focused systems.
The MOOSE 22] and ER-DRAW 23] systems represent one aspect of an overall DBUI: schema design, browsing, and presentation. Although full DBUIs also possess schema facilities, they are, in general, less powerful than those designed speci cally for schema interaction. The functionality f o u n d in MOOSE and ER-DRAW is best viewed as a subset of the functionality o ered by M Q u e r y .
SNAP has perhaps the best overall DBUI functionality 2 4 ] . MQuery adds to SNAP's functionality with extensions such as more complex queries and multimedia and temporal support.
Other DBUIs are present in earlier literature 25, 2 6 ]. The DBUI eld provides strong user interface elements for databases, but they lack functions that can be found in their more narrowly-focused cousins, such as image and pure visual query languages. We feel that it is easier to integrate image and visual query functionality i n to a database user interface than the other way around, so we h a ve chosen to take this approach in designing MQuery.
User Interface The current windows-icons-menus-pointer interface is being expanded by w ork on new paradigms for user interfaces. These include noncommand or active u s e r i n terfaces 27], gestural user interfaces 28], voice or audio interfaces 29], and new ways to provide user feedback 30].
3D technology may help database administrators and users in visualizing and navigating large, complex data models 31, 3 2 ] . MQuery was designed with the awareness that this technology will increase in popularity when it matures.
Data Model Overview
We h a ve d e s i g n e d a m ultimedia data model called M that supports the new and unique concepts in our query language 33]. We p r o vide only an overview of M herein.
Basic Concepts Our basic data model framewo r k i s a s y n thesis of entity-relationship (ER) and object-oriented (OO) data models. We h a ve tried to combine the diagrammatic simplicity of ER with the richer semantics of OO. the database provides all of the operations necessary to transparently manipulate them, just as a user can manipulate numbers, strings, or characters.
Multimedia types are viewed as encapsulated \black b o xes" by the user. They can be presented on a screen or a speaker, assigned to attributes, compared to other values, or manipulated through pre-de ned operations and/or methods. Although the actual implementation of such black b o x functionality is, internally, m uch more complex than with numbers or characters, the user-level view of these operations remains the same.
Intelligent Visual Entities An intelligent visual entity (IVE) is an entity that stores image representations of itself in the database schema. These image representations are chosen by t h e database administrator as \typical" for instances of a particular kind of IVE. We assume that images in the database have been segmented, either manually or automatically, or preprocessed or on-the-y, to identify the queryable objects in the image. Visual querying is achieved by comparing an IVE's library of standard representations to the segmented image regions in the database.
Subclasses of the abstract IVE class may be de ned for speci c domains, such as lesions, anatomical regions, etc. These subclasses override or specialize the way an IVE's visual representations are used to perform image comparisons. For example, IVEs found in medical images might ignore color information when performing similarity comparisons, since most medical images are entirely in grayscale. Instead, they may focus purely on size (area) and location in relation to each other. Figure 2 illustrates the special structure and appearance of an intelligent visual entity.
An IVE has two appearances: as a standard entity (with an icon to show that it is an IVE), and as a graphic \representative" of that entity's instances. An IVE also has defaults for: its representation, relevant set of image features (i.e. brightness, texture, area, etc.), and, if necessary, methods that determine similarity with other image objects. The latter are set by the database administrator or designer when de ning the IVE, and come into play during image query processing. Streams A stream is an ordered, nite sequence of entities or values. These entities or values are called elements of the stream. The sequencing is temporal: in other words, elements e i and e j of a stream entity S are distinguished by i and j being di erent instances in time. This temporal ordering is further described by a frequency, indicating the speed by which the elements of the stream travel through time, along a time scale that can be di erent for di erent streams. Streams also have the notion of a current time from which the current element in the sequence can be determined | particularly useful when iterating over a stream's elements or when the passage of time is halted within a stream (i.e. viewing individual frames of a movie loop, for example). Figure 3 illustrates the notation for some of our basic stream-related constructs.
Sample Application and Prototype
We n o w describe a sample application to show h o w the new constructs improve the usability and clarity of a database schema. The application is taken from the medical domain other work that uses our new modeling concepts can be found in the literature 34, 3 5 ] .
Domain and Requirements
The example domain present e d h e r e i s b a s e d o n a m ultimedia database for thermal ablation therapy of brain tumors that has been developed by our group. Thermal ablation therapy is the use of focal heating for the treatment of tumors. Techniques for thermal ablation of brain tumors were pioneered in the 1960's, and have been further re ned since then 3]. The procedure is particularly important in the treatment of brain tumors, where invasive surgery is either impossible or poses the risk of severe brain damage. Using specially designed interventional magnetic resonance instruments, a radiofrequency (RF) electrode is directed into the tumor with MR guidance. Instead of the usual surgical craniotomy exposure, a 2mm twist drill hole is used for access in the skull of the patient, who remains awake during the procedure.
The sample schema presented in this section maintains the data that are relevant to the thermal ablation therapy application domain. The database can store patient records and images, associate them with each other, and perform queries based on features such as tumor volume or histology. The schema also supports simulations of the heat transfer process that occurs during therapy. Figure 4 shows the overall thermal ablation therapy s c hema that we h a ve d e v eloped as a testbed. The schema herein is actually a subset of a larger project between the UCLA Computer Science and Radiological Sciences Departments a larger, broader data model spanning many other areas of medical imaging is currently under development.
Discussion of Schema

Patients and Health Care Activities
The standard representation of a patient i s s h o wn in Figure 4 . An individual Patient undergoes zero or more Health Care Activity instances. Patients h a ve attributes such a s a n ID, name, and many others. The Brain entity belongs to an overall aggregation that represents the Patient's anatomical systems (other anatomical systems are not shown in the Figure 4 , but have been modeled by our group). The Lesion entity belongs under one of the pathologic functions for which a Patient has processes. In this case, it is a Cerebral Neoplasm disease process which is manifested b y one or more Lesions. The third use of the stream construct lies in our representation of the Temperature entity a s a stream of individual temperature values. Temperature is used in two places: in the rst case, a Thermal Ablation procedure generates a real-world stream of measurements, thus tracking the overall temperature of the tissue undergoing thermal ablation as it changes over time. Second, Temperature is one of the data streams of a Lesion Simulation. Lesion Simulations follow our simulation model, capturing the heat transfer equations that theoretically govern the thermal ablation process. Thus, instances of Temperature may be directly compared to determine the accuracy of simulated treatments against measurements taken during actual treatments.
Query Language
MQuery is derived from a rich heritage of previous query language work, and thus many o f i t s m o r e fundamental notions do not radically deviate from current m ultimedia and visual query languages. MQuery functions as a superset of these languages, as well as a superset of other query language work performed by our group.
Overview
As discussed in Section 2, current research i n to query languages has expanded into a broad range of metaphors and paradigms: image query languages, visual query languages, and database user interfaces. Section 2 also pointed out that this diversity has resulted in systems that excel in speci c areas but do not handle others at all.
One of the goals in de ning MQuery is to integrate the diverse technologies that have been developed thus far into a single comprehensive system. MQuery's other goals are to design: a system that su ciently supports the M data model and all of its constructs, a comprehensive database interface that captures the functionality o f s c hema design, browsing, querying, and output within a uni ed environment, a system that is capable of storing, querying, and presenting all forms of data, particularly multimedia such as images, audio, and digital video, and a system using a visual and user-friendly metaphor, and to support and validate that design using structured usability testing techniques.
The last three goals correspond precisely to the speci c goals of database user interfaces, image or multimedia query languages, and visual query languages respectively. Most systems in the literature (see Section 2) focus primarily on one of these goals at a time our intent in MQuery is to apply a wholistic approach to satisfy all of these requirements.
The general sequence of activities performed by an MQuery user ows in this manner:
1. The user is presented with the overall data model. This represents the data that is available to the user, as stored in the database's dictionary/directory.
2. When the user is ready to ask a query, a query window is created. The user can drag or copy elements from the schema diagram to the query window. The query diagram that is built by t h e user forms the actual query statement for processing.
3. The user asks the system to insert, retrieve, delete, or update any matching data. The system responds by f e t c hing the data (sometimes invoking certain specialized modules to accomplish this task), then presenting the results.
At a n y point in time, the user may edit the query diagram, invoke another query, or explore the schema further. The user can use any query result that is currently on display to perform further queries, perhaps to retrieve similar objects or objects within a narrower scope.
Schema Design
All schema-related activities in MQuery are initiated through the main schema window, along with one or more schema tool palettes (as shown in Figure 4 ). Each tool palette concentrates on a speci c set of schema activities, including schema design, browsing, modi cation, and querying. The schema window is an interactive representation of the underlying database schema. The representation is faithful to the notation adopted by the M data model (Section 3). The components of the schema window m a y be copied into query windows in order to specify the objects to be queried. Schema design tools \understand" the semantics of the constructs that they draw o n to the schema window. For example, when a relationship is being drawn, the relationship tool does not permit the user to begin drawing the relationship until the cursor is on the border of an entity. Similar semantic restrictions apply to other tools.
Query Formulation
MQuery's most signi cant c o n tributions include:
Full-function query language integrated with a full-function schema display: most works on the literature (see Section 2) focus primarily on one or the other, but not both.
Full support for entire r ange of query operations (insert, retrieve, delete, update): most languages today focus primarily on information retrieval. In reality, this is only a subset of the entire range of query functionalities little work has been done on giving operations such as insertion, deletion, and modi cation as friendly or visual an interface as the retrieval side. By de ning a single construct (the query speci cation) that is usable by all query operations, MQuery creates a single interface that is capable of performing all four standard query operations.
Direct visual support for new data types such as images, sounds, and video: most visual interface systems currently concentrate on alphanumeric data, while the few systems supporting multimedia or image data have narrowly-scoped query languages.
MQuery also inherits the complete feature set of its predecessor, PICQUERY+, including a hierarchical knowledge base and use of fuzzy operators 11].
To perform a query, the user de nes a query speci cation (examples of which shall be illustrated throughout this section), then speci es whether MQuery is to perform an insertion, retrieval, deletion, or updating on that speci cation. The same query speci cation may be used as a basis for any o f t h e four query actions of course, the interpretation of the query speci cation di ers, depending on the action.
After MQuery processes the query spec based on the user's desired action, it responds with a set of output windows. The types of windows displayed as output depend on the query action that was performed.
While forming a query spec, the user may g o b a c k and forth from the schema window to the query window, or the user may also examine output windows that are already on display due to previously processed queries. The notion of user freedom is central in current user interface work 36, 3 7 ] , and is also a fundamental design principle in MQuery.
MQuery Visual Notation
The notation or graphical syntax of an MQuery query speci cation is nearly identical to that of the M data model that MQuery supports (see Figure 1) . However, some notation must be added in order to support certain query-speci c constructs, as shown in Figure 5 .
The most basic of these constructs is the predicate box, which can be invoked from any MQuery object. The contents of an object's predicate box determines a constraint on whether or not a particular instance of that object is to be retrieved. The absence of a predicate box means that no restriction applies | in other words, \retrieve all."
Though the most apparent use of a predicate box is to specify alphanumeric constraints, we d o not make a n y s u c h restrictions. The contents of a predicate box are arbitrarily complex | in fact, it may b e a n e n tire instance of the entity or object being constrained. This capability is used by nested queries, described in Section 5.3.3.
Another fundamental query construct, the result border, can be seen in Figure 5 . The result border is applied to the objects in the query which the user wants returned as the query result. It is analogous to the SELECT clause of an SQL query.
A nal query construct that is not present in the schema design portion of MQuery is the IVE box. An IVE box is used when invoking the visual query capabilities of our model's intelligent visual entities (IVEs). When the user wishes to ask a \show me objects that look like this"-type of query, the IVEs involved are selected, their visual appearances are activated, and they are placed within an IVE box t o s h o w their relative positioning and sizing. The query processor interprets this box a s a query predicate which constrains n-tuples of IVEs (where n is the number of IVEs placed in the box) to those n-tuples that are visually similar to the arrangement in the box.
Insertion Queries
MQuery responds to an insertion query by i n voking an insert method for the objects to be added. By default, this method displays data entry forms to be lled out by the user. However, insert methods may b e o verridden (or alternatives may be de ned) to customize the insertion process for di erent data types.
In general, the literature does not pay m uch a t t e n tion to the act of inserting data to a database most of the systems in Section 2 assume that the data is already stored in the database, and do not apply visual interface concepts to this phase of database management. However, some work has acknowledged that the latest developments in data modeling have resulted in complicated structures for which insertion is no longer as straightforward 14].
Query 1 Manually add new Patients to the database.
The query window for Query 1 is shown in Figure 6 . This is the query used when a user wishes to add new occurrences of an entity to the system. MQuery responds to this insertion query by presenting the user with a blank Patient form, containing elds to be entered by the user. Note in Figure 7 that the constraints in the query spec are speci ed as if a retrieval query is about to be performed however, because the user issues an insert command instead of a retrieve command, Figure 8 illustrates a query where data insertion is not performed manually, as in Query 1, but automatically, using a method that is de ned within the entity whose occurrences are to be inserted. In this case, the loadStack method requires a lename or a list of lenames from which the MR Image Stack entity is to read and insert new data. In the case of our sample medical data model, these les are likely to be PACS (picture archiving and communication system) images from the UCLA Department of Radiological Sciences. When Query 3 is run, the user informs the system of the lenames of the images to be added. The MR Image Stack's loadStack method takes care of the data from that point o n .
Retrieval Queries
MQuery responds to a retrieval query by retrieving then presenting the requested data to the user. The query results are reusable: they may be placed in another query or used to modify the current query. This nesting of queries and results is applicable to all data types, including complex stream or Query 4 looks exactly like the insertion Query 1 in its graphical form the only di erence is that in Query 1, the request is \insert this," while in Query 4, the request is \retrieve this." Query 5 appears in Figure 10 .
Queries with Multimedia Results
Query 6 Retrieve radiologic images which contain objects similar to the ones that I will place onscreen, based on size and shape.
Of note in Query 6, Figure 11 : (a) the request to \retrieve images" translates visually into requesting for a set of MR Image Stacks, and (b) the actual predicate used to select the desired images is purely visual in nature | it is formed by m o ving and arranging shapes on the screen.
The shapes shown in Figure 11 illustrate how i n telligent visual entities (IVEs) are used in practice. Figure 11 : MQuery for \Retrieve radiologic images which contain objects similar to the ones that I will place onscreen, based on size and shape." schema ( Figure 4) . In Figure 11 , their fully-visual appearance has been activated. The white rectangular area where they reside represents a single visual predicate in English, that section of the query speci es \an individual brain entity and an individual lesion entity whose appearance is as shown on the screen."
The meaning of \appearance" is determined by the IVEs involved, Brain State and Lesion
State. E a c h IVE compares the drawn icon to the instances of that IVE in the database by using the image features de ned as relevant for similarity comparisons. In Query 6, these features are explicitly set by the user as size and shape (where shape is based on the characteristics of an icon's contour or outline). These attributes are chosen from a menu p r o vided by the IVE. Approaches for processing the query based on di erent visual attributes are being examined by our group. When similarity is not explicitly de ned by the user, IVEs use defaults set by the database designer. For space reasons, we refrain from including full MQuery examples for Queries 7 and 8. In the context of the example queries that have already been illustrated, translating these queries to MQuery query speci cations is not di cult, given the appropriate schema.
Noteworthy in Queries 7 and 8 are the use of voice objects as transparently as image objects in Query 7, and, in Query 8, the association of a very abstract object (a given pathology) with images in the database. These show the generality and applicability of the multimedia type model that we Queries with Multimedia Predicates Multimedia data can be used in MQuery not only as query results but also as participants in the actual predicates.
Query 9 Obtain the sex, age, and doctor of all patients with tumors similar in shape to the tumor currently being viewed.
Query 10 Locate other treated lesions in the database similar with respect to size, shape, intensity, and growth or shrink rate of the current case.
Query 11 Does the lesion overlap any of the activated a r eas from the functional MRI study?
Figures 12 illustrates the MQuery expression for Queries 9. Query 10 is like Query 9, but takes more image features into account when performing similarity comparisons.
We h a ve implemented Query 9 and only need more knowledge about lesions to implement Query 10. Query 11 is quite forward-looking and requires a thorough model of the brain when examined via functional MRI.
Queries Over Time-Based Data Query 12 does not get \into" the stream structure yet but accesses it as a single overall entity. Query 12, Figure 13 , illustrates how streams may be accessed as self-contained entities. In Figure 4 , Lesion Simulation is derived from our simulation model, where a simulation is de ned as a set of parallel streams called a multistream 33]. The method play is invoked from these retrieved simulations, and this is the output that is presented to the user. Query 13 When does the tissue in the lesion being treated for John Smith on February 9, 1996 become greater than 60 C?
The condition (> 60 ) in the central element o f Temperature seeks the stream elements that satisfy this condition the times a t t a c hed to those elements are returned. The attribute time, b y de nition, is an attribute of any e n tity that serves as a stream element (as seen in Figure 3) , and so it is not explicitly mentioned in the sample schema in Figure 4 . Query 14 illustrates the use of streams for making comparisons over time. In Figure 4 , the Brain and Lesion streams have i n ternal stream elements called Brain State and Lesion State, respec- Specifying the change in size is done by specifying the desired range on the size change attribute 1 , as seen in Figure 15 . To express the time constraints, we call upon the built-in time attribute of the Lesion States: we assign, to one box, the constraint that its time stamp must be within three (3) months of the date of the patient's thermal ablation therapy. The inclusion of Patient assures that the thermal ablation treatments and lesions that are linked all belong to the same patient without the links provided by Patient, a n y thermal ablation treatment m a y be matched with the lesion, regardless of their respective patients.
There is no need for an additional time predicate for the second box | b y its position, it is implicitly expected t o o ccur after any elements that satisfy the rst box. T h us, only the size change > 0 is required the condition that this growth pattern occurs after the three-month period is already implied by the positioning of the second box t o t h e r i g h t of the rst one. The time constraint i s Query results in other windows are re-used in new queries by using copy-paste or drag-and-drop. The operation is analogous to query construction, where objects from a schema window are copied then pasted into a query window.
As can be seen in the gures, nested queries are achieved by replacing the contents of an entity's predicate box with one or more speci c entity occurrences, thus naturally extending the more familiar functionality of placing an alphanumeric constant or comparison in an attribute's box. Figure 16 is particularly interesting because it shows how IVEs can also be used in the same manner note the Figure 19 : MQuery for \Delete the rst 100 simulation data points on the simulation currently on display."
Deletion Queries
Entity deletion deletes all of its attributes and any relationships or aggregations pointing to that entity. MQuery does not recursively delete an object if it participates in chains of relationships. Instead, the deletion stops at \level one" | the entity itself, and the association, are eliminated, but not the node on the other end of the association. Query 19 Delete the rst 100 simulation data points on the simulation currently on display.
Query 19, Figure 19 , may c o m e i n to play if the validity of a simulation model is being tested, and the rst 100 points were discovered to have anomalies that would skew the results of the simulation. The index attribute, which is used to determine a stream element's position within the overall stream, is a built-in attribute of any object that participates as a stream element 3 3 ].
Update Queries
For update queries, entry forms are opened by MQuery showing the current v alues of the objects designated as a \query result." The user then enters the new value for that object. MQuery permits a minor variant that increases the degree of automation in a modi cation query: if the object with a result border is also a predicate box then the value within the predicate box is used as the new, modi ed value for that object. In Figure 20 , a photograph already on display is capable of providing an iconic form of itself for use in the query. This iconic form is a built-in function of any e n tity that is modeled in the M data model as the Image multimedia type. In addition, an or operator is required, because the query is actually performing two unrelated modi cation queries. Thus, we h a ve the dual predicate boxes attached to the same stream element, but marked with the thick line representing an or operation.
Output Presenter & Visualizer
The most signi cant features of MQuery's presentation and visualization module include the following:
Support for a wide range of data types. MQuery's presentation and visualization module aims to support a wider array o f d a t a t ypes than previously found in related work. This includes standard alphanumeric data, complex relationships, multimedia data such as digital audio and video, and scienti c data such as simulations, electrocardiograms, Doppler ultrasound, etc. This broad functionality will be achieved through a modular architecture where new display methods can be \plugged in" based on a well-de ned speci cation or protocol.
Intelligent visualization of retrieved data. When data needs to be displayed to the user, the output module rst checks to see whether the database's administrator or some other user has designed a custom method for displaying the data. If found, it is used to perform the display if multiple methods are found, the user is presented with a menu o f a vailable choices. If no custom methods are found, a default display method dynamically assembles a display window for the query results the display generated will be based on rules and heuristics that guide the way di erent t ypes of data are to be visualized.
Uni ed interface for all display needs. Whether the user examines data from the schema window, inserts new data, or views data from the query window, MQuery's presentation/visualization package uses the same interface. Even data insertion displays the same windows used for data retrieval the only di erence is that insertion queries generate blank displays that can be lled out.
Full integration with query module. The interaction between query results and the actual query expression is, unlike most visual query systems, fully bidirectional. Similar to nested queries in SQL, MQuery results can be sent b a c k i n to other queries to function either as subqueries or new values for comparison.
Implementation and User Evaluation
A subset of MQuery has been implemented in the KMeD system using VisualWorks 38] and Gemstone 39]. Our testbed database currently resides on a central server, where images, reports, and patient data are copies of data that reside in a distributed, heterogeneous environment consisting of PACS, the Radiology Information System (RIS), and the Hospital Information System (HIS) 40]. A fuller version of MQuery, exhibiting much of the functionality in this paper, is in progress. Image and timebased query processing is planned using knowledge-based techniques developed at a parallel research project at UCLA. Because of the broad functionality i n troduced in MQuery, execution speed and/or e ciency is not a major focus in the initial implementation.
After a full MQuery prototype has been implemented, we will execute a user testing and validation phase that will include students, professors, and practitioners of computer science and radiology. Our initial experience has shown that, after a brief tutorial describing the model's notation, potential database users have found M's schema diagrams to be very readable and straightforward to understand.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we described MQuery, w h i c h p r o vides the following new constructs: an overall multimedia query language that accesses multimedia types in a uniform manner, intelligent visual entity querying on appearance without depending on alphanumeric indexing, and query constructs for timebased information.
All told, the query language concepts introduced in MQuery are applicable to a wide variety of domains: multimedia digital libraries, medical imaging, medical records (via a visual timeline), engineering or scienti c simulations, etc. Further, this broad set of domains is e ciently served by a small number of concepts and ideas, particularly multimedia types and streams.
Future work on MQuery includes completion of the implementation and prototype testing of its query language and output modules. Other research directions for M and MQuery include advanced visualization, and the inclusion of hypertext or hypermedia data to the overall model.
